
FRESHMAN ADMISSION ESSAYS

Included with the Common Application, Coalition Application, and Georgia Tech questions is one long essay and one
short answer essay. The purpose of the.

You must stay within that word count. Permanent resident card If applicable, provide a copy of your
permanent resident card. Helpful Resources. Be current. Most essay responses are about words, but this is only
a recommendation, not a firm limit. Confused and half-awake, cranky was an understatement, because my 3
AM bedtime never fibbed. If you have written another essay that captures what you want the Admissions
Committee to know about you, feel free to share it with us. Recount a time when you faced a challenge,
setback, or failure. Write what you want to say! Be professional. Describe a time when you made a meaningful
contribution to others in which the greater good was your focus. Committing toâ€”and staying inâ€”a
particular activity that you're passionate about or your experience in an academic course is more interesting
than occasional or one-time participation. Writing section Freshman writing section At the UW, we consider
the college essay as our opportunity to see the person behind the transcripts and the numbers. If you apply
using the paper application, please attach your activities list to your application. The University of Oklahoma
believes strongly in educating leaders of communities in Oklahoma, as well as across the country and the
world. Express your pride and appreciation for cultural diversity. This could include areas like: community
involvement, volunteer experience, employment, athletics, extracurricular clubs, arts, family responsibilities,
or special awards and recognition. Guadalupe Street. Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd
like to solve. Please share your leadership experiences and why they are important to you. In an attempt to
make it less stressful, please tell us an interesting or amusing story about yourself from your high school years
that you have not already shared in your application. School of Nursing If applying first-choice, submit
responses to the following short answer prompts: Discuss the factors that have influenced your desire to
pursue a career in Nursing. What is the hardest part of being a teenager now? Share an essay on any topic of
your choice. The Coalition recommends you write an essay between and words and no longer than to words.
Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. Examples Use specific examples to help
make your points clear; it will make your essay solid and convincing. When you apply to Stanford, you apply
to the university as a whole, not to a particular major, department or school. I am not so sure that the
beginning of January will be bittersweet ever again. Stanford Short Essay Questions We ask applicants to
write a short essay on each of the following three topics. My Christmas presents no longer had much of my
time, and I struggled finding the coziest jacket for ice-cold temperatures. Some students have a background,
identity, interest or talent that is so meaningful they believe their application would be incomplete without it.
The night grew old, and I dozed off into a cozy slumber. Please list your activities in order of importance to
you and be sure to include: The name of the organization or involvement Your position or role How long you
have participated A short description about the activities that are most significant to you. Additional
information about yourself or your circumstances [optional] You are not required to write anything in this
section, but you may include additional information if something has particular significance to you. How did
the challenge affect your beliefs? The content of your essay is important, but so is the written quality. This is
an opportunity to show us your creativity and demonstrate your potential as an RTF student. For the
Application, we have decided to ask only one additional prompt. How did it affect you, and what did you learn
from the experience?


